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 Menu	Shop	Shop by Style	Louvered â€“ We offer exterior louvered shutters constructed from three different materials. Price & Order Standard Louvered Shutters: [text-blocks id="louvered" plain="1"] Price & Order Bahama Shutters: [text-blocks id="bahama" plain="1"] Premium Wood Louvered Shutters High quality natural exterior louvered wood shutters have been used for centuries to make American homes more comfortable, safe, and attractive. We use three kiln-dried lumbers to forge stiles, rails, and louvers that compose our line of premium exterior wood shutters. Each panel is assembled with time-tested techniques for maximum strength and longevity. Majestic Bahama shutters cover the entire opening, but project away from the house at the bottom of the window. California Redwood is a distinct species that is popular for construction of many outdoor structures, including decks and fences. It is lightweight, strong, and naturally resists insects and decay. We use Select Grade B (97% clear) Redwood, which may contain minor blemishes. It is a step down from top grade lumber, yet perfectly acceptable for construction of exterior louvered shutters. The price of Redwood shutters is at the most affordable level and the best overall value. Western Red Cedar is the most common material for building exterior shutters in the industry. Cedar has many of the sameâ€¦
	Bahama â€“ Coastal homes have long found exterior Bahama shutters beneficial to enhance and preserve a comfortable tropical lifestyle. The iconic design of this alternative louvered shutter style is both attractive and practical. Bahama shutters suspend from the top of the window with hinges. Braces simultaneously extend from the building to push the bottom of the wood shutter away from the house. [text-blocks id="bahama" plain="1"] The awning-like installation of wood Bermuda shutters creates a shadow over the window during peak hours of intense heat. Louvers are placed on regular intervals and are perfectly angled to deflect intense sunlight away from the structure while also promoting cooling breezes to pass through the home. This energy-efficient climate control method is an effective way to harness natural resources to save on expensive air conditioning and electrical utilities. Build Bahama Shutters Louvers on this style of shutter point down and away from the house, so when the panel is lifted the occupants can see outside. The fixed louvers are slotted into the side stiles so they cannot break free. The joints between stiles and rails are doweled, glued, and secured with a screw. ShutterLand exterior Bahama shutters are built for strength and longevity with solid componentsâ€¦
	Raised Panel â€“ We offer exterior solid panel shutters in two different styles constructedÂ from three different materials. Raised Panel Shutters: [text-blocks id="rp-nav" plain="1"] Solid Panel Shutters: [text-blocks id="gp-nav" plain="1"] Premium Wood Raised PaneledÂ Shutters High-quality natural wood raised panel shutters have been used for centuries to make American homes more comfortable, safe, and attractive. We useÂ three kiln-dried lumbers to forge stiles and rails that compose our line of premiumÂ exterior wood shutters. Each shutter isÂ assembledÂ with time-tested techniques for maximum strength and longevity. Flat, grooved or raised panel shutters are crafted from the Extira composite material. California RedwoodÂ is a distinctÂ species that is popular for construction of many outdoor structures, including decks and fences. It is lightweight, strong, and naturally resists insects and decay. We use Select Grade B (97% clear) Redwood, which may contain minor blemishes. It is a step down from top grade lumber, yet perfectly acceptable for construction of exterior solid paneled shutters. The affordabilityÂ of Redwood shutters results in the best overall value for wood raised panel shutters. Western Red Cedar is the most common material for building exterior shutters in the industry. Cedar has many of the same qualities as Redwood, yet is less dense making it easier to sand and finish. Weâ€¦
	Flat Panel
	Shaker Panel
	Board & Batten â€“ We offer exteriorÂ board and batten shutters constructed from three different materials. Price and Order: [text-blocks id="nav-bb" plain="1"] Premium Wood Shutters High-quality wood board and batten shutters have been used for centuries to make American homes more comfortable, safe, and attractive. We useÂ kiln-dried lumbers to forge the boards and battensÂ that compose our excellent line of exterior wood shutters. EachÂ panel isÂ assembledÂ with time-tested techniques for maximum strength and longevity. All board and batten shutters are sold primed or fully painted to completely cover all surfaces. California RedwoodÂ is a distinctÂ species that is popular for construction of many outdoor structures, including decks and fences. It is lightweight, strong, and naturally resists insects and decay. We use Select Grade B (97% clear) Redwood, which may contain minor blemishes. It is a step down from top grade lumber, yet perfectly acceptable for construction of board and batten exterior shutters. The price of Redwood shutters is at the most affordable level and the best overall value. African Mahogany is noticeably darker reddish brown than other selections. Mahogany performs very well in outdoor conditions and there is little seasonal movement in this dense wood. Mahogany is the heaviest of the three lumbers and naturally repels insects. Western Red Cedarâ€¦
	Combo â€“ We offer combination exterior shutters for windows that combine both louvers and raised panels in wood. Price and order: [text-blocks id="comb-nav" plain="1"] Premium Wood Combo Exterior Shutters for Windows High quality natural wood exterior shutters for windows have been used for centuries to make American homes more comfortable, safe, and attractive. We use three kiln-dried lumbers to forge stiles, rails, and louvers that compose our line of wood combo shutters. The raised panel portion is formed out of Extira, a dense exterior grade MDF. Each panel is assembled with time-tested techniques for maximum strength and longevity. California Redwood is a distinct species that is popular for construction of many outdoor structures, including decks and fences. It is lightweight, strong, and naturally resists insects and decay. We use Select Grade B (97% clear) Redwood, which may contain minor blemishes. It is a step down from top grade lumber, yet perfectly acceptable for construction of custom exterior shutters for windows. The price of Redwood shutters is at the most affordable level and the best overall value. Western Red Cedar is the most common material for building exterior shutters in the industry. Cedar has many of the same qualities as Redwood, yet isâ€¦
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Exterior shutters that complete your home.
 Shop now
We make it easy to get custom exterior shutters
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ShutterLand will help find the best outdoor shutters for your home
We specialize in affordable quality custom crafted exterior window shutters delivered direct to yourÂ frontÂ door.


 [image: Happy ShutterLand customers with good reviews.]Over 10,000 happy homeowners nationwide

 [image: Exterior shutters specs.]More than a million different color and style combinations to meet your needs

 [image: ShutterLand exterior shutters are made in America.]All shutters are made in America to ensure the highest quality and quicker delivery
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Production & shipping times are current and accurate.

Over 450 Google Reviews!
 




Really happy with the purchase and quality of the product.
Anthony H.
 
Excellent craftsmanship and selection of custom sizes available. Fast turnaround! I'm very happy and will be back!
Catherine M.
 
High quality product, delivered on time. Very pleased.
Jim W.
 
Done exactly to my specs, quality construction, perfect paint job, excellent turnaround.
Eileen V.
 More Reviews
Why ShutterLand?
ShutterLand premium-quality exterior shutters for windows reside on thousands of single family houses, churches, apartment buildings, colleges, and restaurants across the United States. We work closely with builders, contractors and homeowners alike to ensure the best possible result. ShutterLand is the authority on vinyl, composite, PVC and wood exterior shutters. Since 2003 our experienced, knowledgeable team has been ready to transform ideas into reality by answering questions and offering advice on both simple and detailed building projects. ShutterLand simply supplies the best house shutters, which are fully manufactured in America.
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Wood, PVC, Composite & Vinyl Exterior Shutters
Genuine solid wood shutters maintain worldwide popularity. They are durable, rich in character, and cost-effective. When paired with functional hardware, wood shutters are able to swing open and closed for privacy, light control, and storm protection. Our premium wood shutters are crafted from Cedar, Red Grandis, or Mahogany. Some homeowners may elect to use Southern Yellow Pine as a more economical solution. All outdoor wooden shutters are built with solid lengths of meticulously selected kiln-dried premium lumber. Boards are inspected for straightness and to remove any imperfections. The species offered are resistant to both insects and decay.
Exterior shutters constructed with heavy-duty PVC are remarkable in almost every category. The durability and projected longevity are off the charts. The full range of styles possess the rich detail necessary to install on historic properties. Solid exterior PVC shutters can be installed with functional hardware for enhanced operation and appearance.
Weather-resistant composite shutters simulate the appearance of natural wood. This resilient material is excellent in both durability and longevity but can sacrifice the authentic qualities some desire in wood. Composite exterior shutters must be installed in a stationary position on the house. Composite shutters project to provide decades of reliable service.
The addition of vinyl shutters instantly revives a mundane faÃ§ade. Low-cost vinyl shutters are decorative in nature and attach to the siding with minimal effort.
Styles of Exterior Shutters
Seven distinct outdoor shutter styles provide a broad array of options.
Louvered shutters are prominent throughout the country and are installed more frequently than any other. Plantation or colonial style fixed louvers, or slats, are angled to filter light, supply ventilation, and lend aesthetic appeal.
Raised panel shutters utilizes a classic flat midsection with beveled edges to convey a rigid facade.
Shaker style shutters incorporate a flat component with shallow equally spaced vertical seams cut. This style may also be known as a shaker, country, cottage, framed board & batten or craftsman shutter.
Flat panel shutters are more contemporary in complexion. They are frequently installed on modern facades to enhance the overall aesthetic.
Combination shutters combine louvers with a raised panel for the best of both styles.
Board and batten shutters have a simple design and rugged appearance. This style is embraced by many to incorporate a rustic farmhouse or traditional element.
Bahama shutters reflect the vibe of coastal communities. Each panel pivots from the top of the window and prop outward from the bottom. Because of their broad expanse, bahama shutters often incorporate one or more vertical sub-stiles resulting in multiple banks of louvers. This particular exterior shutter style is predominantly used in the southern states or Caribbean islands.
Painted Exterior Shutters
Exterior window shutters can be ordered unfinished, primed or fully painted.
Painted exterior shutters add color, depth, and dimension to the landscape. We offer a spectrum of standard paints (including black, black forest green, blue, red, and brown) or the option to specify an unlimited selection of custom colors. Factory painted outdoor shutters for windows establish a smooth, complete, gorgeous finish for maximum life expectancy.
Unfinished Shutters
Unfinished shutters arrive sanded and ready to finish. Both wood and composite panels need to be primed ahead of painting. PVC shutters can be painted immediately. Homeowners have the opportunity to order pre-primed outdoor shutters to save valuable time.
Outside vinyl shutters are manufactured with the ordered color incorporated in the material. Vinyl shutters generally ship in about 1-3 weeks.
The current production time for wood shutters is about 4-6 weeks, PVCÂ  4-5 weeks and composite shutters 4-5 weeks. Once complete, our high-quality shutters ship directly from our shop to your house.
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Committed to help you select the best exterior shutters for your house.
Receive news and offers
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